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Plan to enlarge
A Bldg, cafeteria
By Maty Jo Richards

Plans are being discussed to expand the
cafeteria in A Bldg, and the most likely
area for expansion is the space now oc¬
cupied by the Graphic Arts Program. The
DLL, among others, has also requested
more floor space, according to Lon Gault,
dean of instruction.

Artist-m-residence Ron Holgate, on campus last week. He wound up
his appearance here with a concert Monday night in the Performing
Arts Center.

How a singer-actor
made it to big time
By Michael Scaletta

He could have been a teacher. Or even a
student. But as Ron Holgate walked down
the CD corridors last week, it would have
taken a dedicated theater or opera fan to
recognize this versatile actor.
Holgate, who has just finished playing in
“The Grand Tour” with Joel Grey at the
Arie Crown Theater, was here last week to
take part in the Artist-in-Residence series.
He spoke to classes about his profession
and how he became an actor.
“When I was a kid, I was always doing
plays and skits. I thought I had a good im¬
age,” he said. “Plus my mother was a
dramatics teacher, so that helped.”
After achieving some success in high
school plays, Holgate decided he wanted to
be an actor. So after high school, he went
to Northwestern University in Evanston,
studying not only acting but also opera.
In this third year at Northwestern,
Holgate caught the eye of Boris
Goldaosky, a teacher at the Boston Conser¬
vatory who was auditioning several
students for opera. After Holgate audition¬
ed for him, Goldaosky offered him a
chance to study opera at the Conservatory.
After studying for a year with
Goldaosky, Holgate traveled with him on
two tours. Then he went to New York to try
his hand on Broadway.
“I was very lucky,” said Holgate of his
early days in the theater. “I always had a
job lined up, whether it was an opera or a
play.”
Holgate said that many aspiring actors
get discouraged very easily. To illustrate
his point, Holgate gave this example: In
his first year of college, there were 100
theater majors in his class. When he
graduated there were only 15.
Holgate’s advice for the amateur actor
is: “Get as much experience as you can
because you’ll need it.”
Performing both opera and theater has a
number of advantages to it, but there is a

great disadvantage too. People do not
know whether “you’re fish or foul,” he
said.
Asked whether he preferred theater or
opera, Holgate said he likes them both
equally. But he did say that of the two,
opera is by far more difficult.
“There are many more components in
an opera than there is in a play,” he said,
“and rehearsal for an opera may be for on¬
ly a week whereas a rehearsal for a Broad¬
way show may take as much as four
weeks.”
The most difficult part of both theater
and opera for Holgate is the execution.
“This is most important for a play or an
opera. Putting the pieces together is
vital,” he said.
Holgate said that the actors he enjoys
watching are Laurence Olivier, Alec
Guiness, and A1 Pacino. In Holgate’s opi¬
nion, the average English actor is much
better than the average American actor.
“The English actor is trained for the
theater, while the American is trained
TV,” he said.
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3 in race
for Board
Three candidates will be vying for two
seats on the College of DuPage Board of
Trustees in the April 14 District 502 elec¬
tion.
Board Chairman Dr. Wendell Wood is
not seeking reelection as his term expires,
but incumbent James Blaha will compete
with Harlan E. Tiefenthal and James
Schindler for the two seats on the board.
Polling places in 25 precincts will be
open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. for those voting
on Saturday, but absentee ballots may be
cast through Friday, April 13, from 8:30
a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays in the office of
Richard Petrizzo, K153.

Urge more counseling
for job-bound women
By Mickey Perkins

At many schools there is no counseling
targeted especially for women who are
trying to get back into the job market, ac¬
cording to Carol Eliason, director of the
Center for Women’s Opportunities.
Eliason, who was honored at a reception
in the CD Women’s Center last Friday,
said there now is a wave of women return¬
ing to school in preparation for going back
to work outside the home.
The counseling services which are of¬
fered are just not geared to the needs of

This new sign near Lambert Road was barely up before the high
winds of last week knocked it down. It is one of the many new direction
si9hs on campus.

this group of students, according to
Eliason. She said that many women’s
perception of potential employment comes
from what they see on TV and more often
than not, those jobs are limited to
secreterial service and allied health posi¬
tions.
In order for women to become aware of
the other options which are available the
content and outreach of counseling must
change, Eliason concluded.
Those attending the reception included
Kris Johnson, women’s advocate of the Il¬
linois House of Representatives; Sally
McNamara, training director of the
DuPage County Girl Scout Council; and
Adade Wheeler, author and former CD
faculty member. Others on hand were
Ruth Nechoda, dean of Psi; Dick Petrizzo,
secretary of the CD Board of Trustees;
and CD marketing instructor Roy Grundy.
Grundy is currently on sabbatical and
serving as a consultant to the American
Association of Community and Junior Col¬
leges. He is developing a course for women
who want to start their own businesses.
The course is designed to provide a woman
with the resources and documentation to
enable her to get financing for a business,
as well as a business plan for the first year
of operation.
Eliason is one of a dozen people from the
American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges who are available to give
program help to any college requesting it.
She has visited 400 of the 1000 colleges
which belong to the association.

“After studying the situation, the
graphic arts area seems to be the best
available facility for expansion of the
cafeteria. It is adjacent to the present
cafeteria site and close to the loading
docks where food supplies are delivered,”
he said.
Using the graphic arts area, about 6,000
square feet, would mean there would be
fewer walls to knock out. Because of its
location, student movement throughout
the building would not be greatly increas¬
ed.
“I have discussed the possibilities of
moving Graphic Arts to K Bldg, with the
instructors. They have been very
cooperative,” Gault said.
“They want assurance that they will
have equal or better facilities in K Bldg,
and that their program will not be
disrupted.”
There are 77 students majoring in
Graphic Arts and about 180 students
enrolled in the occupational programs col¬
lectively, according to school records.
Graphic Arts would probably be better
served in K Bldg, because of its proximity
to M Bldg, where Photography and Media
are located. Graphic Arts works closely
with these departments, Gault said.
Kenneth Murphy, co-ordinator of
Graphic Arts, had no comment about the
possible move at this time.
“It’s very wrapped up in years and
years of planning and it involves a citizen’s
advisory committee. The first step is to
meet with the committee and then write a
letter to Mr. Gault. That would be the
fairest approach,” he said.
Martha Thomas, director of the DLL, re¬
quested more space on March 30. At pre¬
sent, the DLL serves 1,700 students and it
is expected to increase to 2,000 soon, ac¬
cording to Gault.
“I have no clear indication of how the
space is used. They do need a separate
testing area in the DLL.
“The DLL is growing very rapidly.
Sometimes it is the only option for students
if the classes are filled. But there is a
whole new philosophy regarding indepen¬
dent learning vs. the traditional
classroom,” he said.
“A request to incorporate English as a
Second Language into the DLL as an in¬
dividualized study program has been turn¬
ed down.”
Gault said we have to come to an agree¬
ment about what our institutional
priorities are. What will best carry out the
institutional mission of CD?” Gault said.
At various times, a number of depart¬
ments have requested space in A Bldg.
They are: Financial Aid, Job Placement,
SOAR Project, the Office of Instruction,
Planning and Development, Alpha Col¬
lege, Testing and Child Development.
“With the expansion of programs,
everyone wants more space. We have to
study the situation and list our priorities,”
Gault said.

Enrollment
now 17,256
There are 17,256 students enrolled at Col¬
lege of DuPage for the spring quarter, ac¬
cording to the tenth day figures released
by the office of admissions.
Of this number, 4,350 are taking non¬
credit classes only, while 12,906 are taking
only classes for credit. Some 5,694 are day
students, 5,224 are night students and 1,988
carry both day and night classes.
FTE students (full time equivalency)
number 6,535 and the average credit hours
carried per student is 7.61. The average
age of the CD student is 25. There are
12,376 in-district students enrolled, 489 outof-district, and 41 out-of-state.
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Student Activities
Presents

Dr. Harold Manner
A leading researcher on
Laetrile will speak in
Room A 3001
Tuesday, April 17 - 7:30 p.m.
Admission Free

FILMS

j
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The Loves of
Isadora 1969

Student Activities presents the

Vanessa Redgrave, as Isadora,

Wednesday Movie Series. Room

dances throughout this film for

A2007 at 3 pm and 7 pm. Ad¬

the benefit of Jason Robards and

mission is free.

James Fox. Not quite a box-of¬

<0 Campus Center

fice hit, this film is nonetheless
compelling. (131 min.)

///

Voting right issue
stirs workshop reps
By Denise Bowser

The issue of whether student
trustees should have the right to
vote at Board meetings was the
main topic of discussion at a stu¬
dent trustee workshop held last
Saturday in K127.
At present, student trustees br¬
ing ideas to Board sessions and can
second a motion, but cannot vote.
The workshop was co-sponsored
by College of DuPage and the Il¬
linois Community College Trustees
Association. Incumbent and newlyelected student Board members
from all community colleges in the
state were invited and those from
Blackhawk College, St. Louis,
Elgin, Morton College and CD at¬
tended.
One student trustee at the
workshop said that if she were a
land owner she wouldn’t want stu¬
dent trustees to have the right to
vote. A few said that student
trustees would lose their objectivi¬
ty if they had voting power.
Another felt that this would not be
the case and that student trustees
were copping out if they were con¬
tent to keep only an advisory posi¬
tion on the board and did not want
the right to vote.
If student trustees seek the right
to vote, there are barriers to over¬
come, according to Rep. Giddy
Dyer (41st district.) The next ses¬
sion of the legislature is April to
June, 1980, and it is a short session,
meaning that only emergency bills
will be handled and that the issue
of the student trustee vote would

probably be overlooked. The next
long session which could give the
matter proper consideration is set
for January, 1981.
Dr. Harold D. McAninch, presi¬
dent of College of DuPage, and
Johnye Stein, present CD student
trustee, were the opening speakers
at the workshop. Both encouraged
national and statewide con¬
ferences for student trustees.
Dyer stressed that by having stu¬
dent trustees, college students
have an inside voice at Board
meetings. She said she also feels
the public service experience of be¬
ing on the Board is useful for those
student trustees who might later
run for public office.
Dyer explained that students
first began lobbying for student
trustees in 1971 and found support
from Robert Blair, who was
Speaker of the House at the time.
The majority of the general
assembly eventually accepted the
idea and the position of student
trustee was established.
Attorney Everett E. Nicholas,
Jr. discussed the legal implica¬
tions for student trustees. Nicholas
said that student trustees have a
responsibility not to discuss topics
of closed session Board meetings
with members of the general
public. He also commented that
the Board is not obligated to defend
a fellow Board member for what is
said outside meetings, and that if a
Board member violates the law,
the Board can file suit against that
member.

Artists’ views of death
wind up ‘Dying’ forum
By Ron Slawik

Delightful skits by “The Body
Politic Laboratory Company”
were a suitable ending to the last of
the forums on Death and Dying
Monday night.
The company acted out dreams
told to them by senior citizens from
30 nursing homes. The forum was
held at Hammerschmidt Chapel at
Elmhurst College and was co-

tnn

Zhe Camelot
of Qlcn
Ellyn

Roosevelt Rood at Park Blvd.
Glen Ellyn, IL.

Phone 858-2506
Beer
Wine
&
Cocktails

-Pitcher $2.50
$1.00 a Glass
— From $1.00

Open
Daily

sponsored by College of DuPage.
The forum featured readings in
literature and the playing and in¬
terpretation of hymns and organ
music related to death.
The forum opened with a
welcome to the live and radio au¬
dience from William A. Leppert,
dean of the Alternative Learning
Unit at CD. Jean Hardy Robinson,
University of Illinois, was
moderator.
Edwin Cohen, head of the
Department of Communication
and Creative Arts at Purdue
University, recited poems and
popular literature relating to
death. The third act from “Our
Town” by Thornton Wilder,
“Death of a Hired Man” by Robert
Frost, and “Death Be Not Proud”
by Johne Donne were among some
of the literature read.
Paul Westermeyer, acting chair¬
man of the Music Department of
Elmhurst College, read hymns and
played accompanying organ
music. He explained some of the
Christian views of death expressed
in the songs. According to
Westermeyer, Christianity is
realistic about death and accepts it
as a part of life. He then played
three songs, two written by Bach
and one by Brahms.
The high point of the forum was
the “Body Politic Laboratory Com¬
pany” acting out dreams relating
to life and death. This group has
toured theaters on the East Coast.
Their show is called “Heritage”
and it shows dreams expressing
death, frustration and happiness.
The group has a collection of 40
dreams that they have selected
from 150 shared with them by
senior citizens throughout the
Chicago area.
After they presented the dreams,
they also interpreted a dream
related to them from a lady in the
audience to demonstrate their
technique.

Schools —
a life of
pleasure?
(The author, a native of
England, is presently a student
here.)
By Janet Marsden

Maybe the whole concept of
schooling as it now stands can’t
be changed, since it’s so much a
reflection of the current
American way of life.
What would America be like if
there were no MacDonalds, no
steak houses, and no pizza
places? Boring? Dull? Hungry,
certainly! But if there were
drastic changes in the schooling
system, this change could hap¬
pen.
Schooling is geared to the
American way of life: a life of
pleasure. School hours enable
high school people to work parttime. This arrangement is how
most eating places can find
employees enough to provide
pleasure for their customers. It
is kids who support all the fastfood places; they are the
employees and also the majori¬
ty of the customers. If school
days were longer, as they are in
most other countries, and
children were given six hours
homework a night, as many
children in England are, the era
of fast-food would come to an
end.
However, the school system
could swing the other way.
School could become even less
taxing than it is now. The
American idea of giving every
child the chance to excel in
something has led to the ap¬
pearance of Weaving, Pottery,
Home Economics, and other
electives in the high school cur¬
ricula. If all the few remaining
requirements were dropped,
school would become a pleasure
ground. Children would
graduate with no English and
Math, but how “skilled” and
“individual” they would be!
Schooling could no more swing
to this extreme than to the
other, as school is such a reflec¬
tion, even the basis, of the
American way of life.
America is large, modem,
and relatively well off. What
are her schools like? Large,
modern, and relatively well off.
Compared to most other coun¬
tries, in England, Americans
are thought of as extroverts,
who know how to work, but who
also know how to have much
fun. The courses at schools,
where everyone is taught to be
an individual, must be the basis
of the famous American flam'
boyancy.
America is famous for her
lifestyle throughout the world. I
never realized how true all the
sayings were until recently
entered an American high
school, and an American col¬
lege, and found the American
way of life, attitudes and
“America” there. The
American schooling system
could not change, unless the
current way of life underwen
drastic change as well.
FUN OLYMPICS

Members of the Recreation
“Outdoor Recreation” class at col¬
lege of DuPage will be putt™
theory into practice on Wednes
afternoon, April 18, from 12:3
2:00 p.m. when they will dire®
special fun Olympics program
senior citizens of the Lad)'
Angels Senior Center in Wheaton
INDIAN HISTORY

Tom Greenwood, an Ame
Indian, will speak on phil°5"^
and Indian history on April 1a.m. inJ125.
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There are all kinds of obstacles for drivers on the CD campus but this feathered
one is more unusual than most. A great many Canada geese have been seen in the
area now that the weather has warmed up a bit.

Doster at NIU —

Finds students similar to CD’s
By Julie Dispensa

Can a university professor teach
effectively at a two-year communi¬
ty college? Can an instructor from
a community college teach at a
four-year university? Can both feel
successful in their ac¬
complishments?
An exchange of this sort took
place when Bill Doster, English in¬
structor at College of DuPage,
commuted to Northern Illinois
University five days a week for one
quarter to teach three composition
courses. They were a 100 level
freshman English composition, a
200 level short story composition
and a 300 level advance composi¬
tion course.
Doster told a Faculty Synposium
here Thursday that he found “no
great difference between the
freshman English students that
were at NIU as compared to the
freshman English students he
taught at CD.”
The size of the class was
relatively the same as here, about
25 students.
He said that students seemed to
find him less formal because he us¬
ed no text, and held a more liberal
attitude than commonly found
among NIU instructors.
James Mellard, chairman of the
English Department at NIU, par¬
ticipated in an exchange program
with Highland Community College
in Freeport.
His impressions of teaching at
the community college level ap¬
peared more tentative.

Mellard said he “didn’t use any
different methods of teaching at
the community college level than
he had previously used at NIU.”
He did note, however, that there
was a wide variance in student
age, and preparation, than was
commonly found at NIU.
He also noted, that at Highland
Community College students were
from a much smaller area.
He was at first overwhelmed by
the extended high school-type at¬
mosphere which prevailed in the
classrooms. Spit-balls and general
lack of attention was not uncom¬
mon.
He listed his range of students
from “brilliant writers to func¬
tional illiterates.” His own method
of teaching composition, however,
was not changed.
He stated that in writing as in
any type of learning the old cliche
applies, “You can lead a horse to
water, but you can’t make him
drink,” emphasizing the idea that
you can teach any person anything
only if he is willing to learn.
At NIU he preferred specific
writing conferences as a means of
correcting and grading papers. He
continued this practice at
Highland, with eventual improve¬
ment.
The purposes of a faculty ex¬
change of this sort, according to
Mellard, were to give the NIU
faculty the opportunity to work in a
different environment and for doc¬
toral students to work at varied inservice training other than at NIU

Some sensible tips
during tornado season
Spring is in the air and in the spr¬
ing air is the possibility of tor¬
nados.
What should a student do if he is
in class when a tornado strikes?
According to Officer Harry Kline
of the campus police, the safest
Place in A building is on the ground
floor.
“Students should leave the
classroom and go down to the 1000
floor series because it is below
ground level. They should also stay
away from any glass. The glass in
A building is extremely strong but
toe possibility of its breaking with
People around it could be a
disaster,” Kline said.
There is no alarm that goes off if
a tornado is sighted. Therefore the
Police would have to circulate
through the building with a public
address system warning students.
“The fire alarms would not be

tripped because people would tend
to go outside and that’s the last
place they should go,” Kline
stated.
If the weather got really bad, the
police would move the people to the
shop level which is below ground
level.
“There would be sufficient space
to accommodate everyone,” Kline
said.
On the other side of campus, the
corridors in buildings K, J and M
are recommended as the safest
places by Officer Kline.
“Student should go out to the cor¬
ridors, and sit down facing the
walls,” he said.
The gym would be one of the
most unsafe places to be if a tor¬
nado strikes so it would be ad¬
visable to evacuate that building
as soon as possible, Kline conclud¬
ed.

SANYO
BLAUPUNKT

JENSEN

CLARION

PIONEER

CRAIG

Expires April 26, 1979

Free
Jensenj
Speakers

and, therefore, “raising faculty
conciousness.” The exchange also
was to publicize further the
Graduate Programs that the
University offers in both master
and doctoral levels.
The main advantage to a CD in¬
structor would be the chance to ex¬
pand himself by teaching new
courses and to have the opportuni¬
ty to teach some upper level
courses.
The exchange program seemed
like a very encouraging way for
teachers to “expand themselves,
and to avoid becoming stale,” said
Jim Frank, Psi counselor.

at no extra charge with
purchase of every

Car Stereo
(at regular price)
Roosevelt Rd. & Main St.. Glen Ellyn 858-6606
[next to Hesterman Bowl]

Custom Car Stereo Installers

Board of Trustees Election
Saturday
April 14,1979
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Harlan Tiefenthal and James Schindler have
been endorsed for the two (2) Board of Trus¬
tee vacancies by the College of DuPage Cau¬
cus Subcommittee.
As you may know, three (3) people have
chosen to run for the Board of Trustees.
The three candidates were called and asked
to attend an exchange session with our com¬
mittee on Saturday, March 31. Only candi¬
dates Tiefenthal and Schindler were able to
attend this meeting.
Both candidates were understanding, sym¬
pathetic, concerned, and appreciated faculty
concern and, most importantly, were very

open minded.
So, on Saturday, April 14 between 10 and 7
at your local high school, PLEASE.

VOTE FOR 2 AND 3
FOR YOU AND ME!
James J. Rlaha
X Harlan E. Tiefenthal
X James C. Schindler
This is a paid political advertisement by the College of DuPage Faculty
Association. Bob Gresock, chairman, Caucus Subcommittee.
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(Editorial opinions do not
necessarily represent the views of
the staff or the College of DuPage.)

The Courier is a weekly news publica¬
tion serving College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the white barn
east of J. Bldg. Telephone, 858-2800, ext.
2379 or 2113. Advertising rates available
upon request. Deadline for routine an¬
nouncements is Tuesday noon. The col¬
lege is located at Lambert Road and
22nd Street, Glen Ellyn, Ill. 60137. Let¬
ters to the editor will be subject to nor¬
mal editing procedures.
Editor.Dan Faust
Managing Editor.Andi Konrath
Photo Editor..
German Cruz
Sports Editor.Pete Garvey
Advertising Manager.Tracey Will
Circulation Manager.Ben Eaton
Copyreader.Mark Plotkowski
Faculty Adviser.Gordon Richmond

Letter to the editor
Your space much too good for us,
so we’re glad you could spare some
Dear Courier editor:
We thought it best to make this a per¬
sonal note rather than a “Letter to the
Editor” because we didn’t wish to take up
valuable space in the Courier. However, if
you should need a filler in that column dur¬
ing slack weeks, say June or July, you are
quite welcome to print it.
At any rate, we wish to extend our
gratitude for the news article you printed
about the forensics squad. We fully unders¬
tand that our representation of the College
by winning in a landslide a seven state
regional tournament is relatively unim¬
portant. Therefore, we were pleasantly
shocked when the article (sans picture)
reporting that achievement appeared on
page three. An insignificant event such as
that would normally be buried in some
obscure corner.
The fact that we are the reigning Na¬
tional Champions (the only CD activity to
have earned that honor) has comparative¬
ly little worth as an item in a college
publication. The fact that the forensics
team has not failed to place in the top ten
nationally during the past seven years has
little news value. The fact that our exper¬
tise is better publicized by many other col¬
leges and universities throughout the na¬
tion than it is on this campus should not be
considered an embarrassment. The fact
that hundreds of colleges and universities
across the nation have gained knowledge
and respect for CD because of the
representation of our forensics squad is of
minor interest to faculty, staff and
students at this institution.
We are certain that you have received
letters of complaint from other activities
from time to time; letters from poor fools
like the hockey team, thinking that they
should receive more prominent and
thorough coverage. But we in forensics are

fully aware that the students here have lit¬
tle interest in these matters. They would
much rather read front page news articles
concerning the Illinois teacher shortage
for 1980 because most of our students will
be seeking teaching jobs next year. (See
April 5 issue of the Courier.) They would
much rather see pictures depicting the
coming of Spring since they are unable to
realize this in any other way. (Same
issue.) They would much rather see a pic¬
ture of an automobile stuck in the gravel
lot because they have no knowledge of the
perils of that lot and no way of knowing
that the snow has thawed and it has been
raining. (Same issue.)
How petty of the hockey team to think
that their pictures and articles should sup¬
plant such vital material. Fie on them for
thinking their outstanding achievement
should earn more coverage. We in foren¬
sics know the pictures and articles concer¬
ning our successful representations of this
institution are insignificant in comparison
to teacher shortages, stuck cars, budding
trees and penetrating questions concern¬
ing women and the draft.
Well, we have taken up enough of your
precious reading time, but we did want you
to know how thankful we are. As we leave
next week to represent once again this Col¬
lege at the National Forensics Tourna¬
ment, we will be uplifted by the knowledge
that no matter how well we may perform,
the Courier can be counted on to put it in
proper perspective. But what is more im¬
portant, our efforts in future years to pro¬
perly represent The College of DuPage
will be continually enhanced by the semiobscurity imposed upon us by your fine
newspaper.
Our Sincere Appreciation,
The College of DuPage
Forensics Staff and Students

Student Government
By Sen. Joel Lesch
Student Government was very pleased
that we could help finance the Prairie
Restoration Project. The project, headed
by Biology instructor Russell Kirt, is
working on restoring the prairie to its
original beauty. Students who help work
on the project can receive up to six credit
hours in either Biology or Botany. For
more information contact Russell Kirt at
ext. 2304 or stop in at his office, A1096A.
The senate also passed a resolution sup¬
porting efforts to maintain the marsh and
prairie as natural habatats.
The Student Government loan program
is being set up again. The program allows
students to borrow up to fifteen dollars.
The loan is interest free and you may take
up to two weeks to pay it back. While you
can’t finance a car with it (at least one
that runs), fifteen dollars can be a big
help if you run out of money on Tuesday
and you don’t get paid until Saturday. It’ll
take about a month for the project to go
through the administration and get set up.
If you’ve been a critic of Student
Government and always complain that
“nothing ever gets done in SG” it’s time
to put up or shut up! Petitions are now

available for the Spring Election. The of¬
fice of president and vice president and
seven senate seats are open. Student
Government is the way to a better school.
Get involved and help out. For more in¬
formation contact Sen. Doug Marks at
858-2800, ext. 2095 or stop in at A2059.
Eric Keely was appointed Chief Justice
of the Court of Student Affairs. We also
need people to serve as Associate
Justices. This is a good opportunity for
poli-sci and law majors. It also looks good
when you transfer!
On Tuesday, April 17 and April 24, Stu¬
dent Government will be holding Open
Forums in the Student Assistance Center,
A2012, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The Student
Activities Budget, which is your money,
will be the main topic. We hope to have
the candidates for office on hand too.
The Senate will meet on Tuesday, April
17, room A3098 starting at 2 p.m.
The Student Government column is a
regular feature in the Courier, written by
members of Student Government. It does
not necessarily represent the opinion of the
Courier or any member of our staff.

How is SG like toast?
Both keep popping up
What goes up must come down.
Does it stand to reason, then, that what
comes down must go up? Not necessarily.
But some things that seem like they’re
going down the drain pop back up to sur¬
prise us all. Things aren’t always what
they seem.
One example of this is Student Govern¬
ment. In the past year they have been both
praised by the Courier as a wonderful body
of student representatives and labeled in
editorials as a raving circus.
Can both be right? Certainly.
While most of the editorials I’ve written
about Student Government (%) have been

in a positive tone, the others pointed out
what I saw as flaws in their system or in
the jobs they were doing. That’s part of my
job.
So what’s the point of all this jibberish
I’m typing?
For the past few months SG hasn’t been
doing much. This is designed mainly to
congratulate them for beginning to ac¬
complish things once again.
Student Government has had many pro¬
blems in the past; they will likely have
many in the future. But it’s comforting to
know that they are still trying to do
something of value over there.
— Dan Faust

Talking transfer
Don Dame

Students hear many rumors about
transferring. The following is an attempt
to answer some rumors concerning the
transfer process.
RUMOR: Since College of DuPage is on
the quarter system, when students
transfer to a school on the semester
system they “lose” credits. NOT TRUE.
THE FACTS: A quarter hour is equal to
2/3 of a semester hour. If a student com¬
pleted 93 quarter hours at CD, he would
receive credit for 62 semester hours (93 x
2/3 equals 62) upon transferring to a col¬
lege or university on the semester system.
For example, a students completing five
quarter hours of General Psychology at
DuPage would receive 3-1/3 semester
hours credit (5 x 2/3 equals 3-1/3) upon
transfer to a four-year school on the
semester system. The student in the above
example would not “lose” credits because
an Introduction to Psychology course is
usually three credits at most schools on the
semester system. Other examples: A
course in anthropology, history, etc. at CD
is equivalent to a similar course in an¬
thropology, history, etc. at a four-year
school. One year of Biology or Freshman
English at CD is equivalent to one year of
Biology or Freshman English at most fouryear schools.
RUMOR: If a student takes a five credit
course at CD and the same type of course
is a four credit course at the transfer
school, he “loses” one credit. NOT TRUE.
THE FACTS: He would receive credit
for the course upon transfer and the five
credits would be added to his total amount
of transferable credits.
RUMOR: If a student receives an A.A.
or A.S. degree from CD, he will never need
to take courses listed under General
Education at the four-year schools that
take our A.A. or A.S. degree as
automatically meeting all general educa¬
tion requirements. USUALLY TRUE.
However, the student should check on
the required courses for his major.
Sometimes the major area may require a
course in Introduction to Psychology or
Sociology or whatever, and if the student
does not take the course here, he will be re¬
quired to do so before graduation from the
four-year institution. Also, teacher cer¬
tification requires additional hours of
general education above the minimum
general education hours for a degree from
CD.
RUMOR: If a student receives a “D” in
a course at CD, it will not transfer. NOT
TRUE.
THE FACTS: Many four-year schools
now accept “D” grades. The student
should consult the transfer institution’s
catalog to determine its policy.
RUMOR: Transfer institutions do not
count an incomplete (“I”) grade when
computing the transfer G.P.A. NOT
TRUE.
THE FACTS: Most four-year schools
figure all incomplete hours as “F” hours
when computing the transfer GPA until
the incomplete is removed from the
transcript.

RUMOR: Almost all four-year schools
require an over-all “C” average (2.0
minimum) as a requirement for transfer
admission. TRUE.
RUMOR: Students can only transfer CD
courses to colleges and universities in Il¬
linois; it is a “hassle” to transfer to an outof-state school. NOT TRUE.
THE FACTS: Former CD students are
now attending four-year colleges and
universities from coast to coast. If you
decided to transfer to an out-of-state
school, I would suggest you get the catalog
of that school and attempt to take courses
at CD that would meet most of the school's
general education requirements prior to
transfer. You could also meet some of your
major requirements prior to transfer.
Perhaps the following comment from a
former CD student who transferred and
graduated from a university will en¬
courage you:
“Most transfer students go through
‘transfer shock.’ Some make it, some
don’t. Most go through it and don’t realize
they have till it’s over. College of DuPage
students survive the ‘transfer shock’
because of their training at CD! ”

He beat death
on first Easter
By Ron Chiodras

It is said that more written historical
evidence exists that Jesus Christ lived
than does for Julius Ceasar.
Whether this is true or not, ancient
historians, both Gentiles and Jews, wrote
of Christ and His many followers. Even if
an individual is skeptical about the ac¬
curacy of the Bible, contemporaries of
Christ and writers later on told us of how
the Jewish authorities attempted to put an
end to the Christian Church from its begin¬
ning.
However, one curious fact needs to be
pointed out. These authorities never at¬
tempted to prove Christ’s mission a hoax
by pointing to a dead body in a tomb. Why?
There was no body to be found. And they
knew it. And they knew why.
The first attempt at a “better” explana¬
tion than a resurrection is found right in
the Bible where the 16 Roman guards were
told to say that the disciples had removed
the body. However, the disciples were in
no condition to attempt something like
this, being petrified of the Romans (and in
hiding anyway). It was not until each of
them had seen Christ risen that they final¬
ly believed and were able to strongly tell of
His victory over the grave. They would
hardly be willing to die for a lie, yet more
than one gave his life.
Many other explanations have been
vigorously proposed. However, it takes
more faith to believe these than it does to
believe in the actual resurrection.
The fact remains that there was an emp¬
ty tomb on that Easter morning long ago
Death has been conquered. All we have to
do is believe and accept it to experience
the same eternal life.
Check it out.
And Happy Easter.
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Roving Reporter

By Leslie Allen

Have your feelings about nuclear power changed ?

MONICA ZINDRICK

•" POLLEY COSGROVE

“Yes, because it could cause a
lot of dangers to the American
[people. Long term diseases that
[have not been cured could be
pangerous to the people in Harisburg in the long run.”

DALE RAUCH

CHARLIE DIANA

“Yes, I think they should
educate the people who are runn¬
ing the plant better because it
could be very dangerous. Nuclear
power is a good thing as long as
people are careful with it.”

BOB WRIGHT

Yes, because now I’m more
aware of the problems that can
come from nuclear power. It
showed the people responsible for
building the plant that they
weren’t sure themselves.”

“I feel that the accident opened
up the eyes of public and the peo¬
ple that run the plants and now
they realize that the facilities are
not accident proof.”

“There definitely needs to be
more attention paid to the securi¬
ty of the nuclear power plants.
From what I hear the movie
“CHINA SYNDROME” relates
to this and I’d really like to see it
to find out more about the issue. ”

It’s that 20 per cent that bothers experts —

Most UFO sightings can be explained — but not all
By Jennifer Underwood

About 80 per cent of all UFO
phenomena can be explained, but
[20 per cent cannot.
Robert Runser, former United
Airlines captain, now working at
he Center for UFO Studies in
Evanston, said most sightings
have been found to be planes,
[balloons, birds, rockets, stars,
planets, meteors and satellites.
But the 20 per cent is still unex¬
plained, he told an audience in
K127 Wednesday night. It was third
and final lecture on UFOs, spon¬
sored by the Alumni Association.

After studying more than 1,000
cases, certain areas of agreement
emerge from reports by indepen¬
dent witnesses, he said. Of par¬
ticular interest is the report that
“space beings” can float or fly in
and out of the UFO. They do not
run or walk.

Many reports also claim the
space beings carry small weapons
that resemble ball point pens and
cause paralysis when pointed at
witnesses who get too close to
them.
There are even some reported
cases of teleportation. One case
cited in Runser’s closing lecture
]Set auditions
last night included a couple on
their way to another couple’s
for 2 plays
home. They got lost while driving
the short distance in a fog and end¬
Auditions for the final theater
ed up in Mexico in just two hours.
I productions of Spring Quarter will
They live several thousand miles
be held Tuesday and Wednesday,
away from Mexico.
[ April 17 and 18, at 7 p.m. in The
Studio Theatre (M-106). Two oneRunser believes that most of the
act plays, Harold Pinter’s “The witnesses of teleportation believe
1 Lover” and John Galsworthy’s they are telling the truth, but many
Defeat,” will be produced May of the so-called good cases could be
122-24.
misinterpretations of natural
The two plays provide con- phenomena. He claims he thought
Isiderable contrast in theatrical he saw a plane falling from the sky
C styles. “Defeat,” directed by once, but it turned out to be a
Ipavid Smith, is written by an seagull.
| author best known for his popular
[realistic novels. “The Lover,”
Hypnosis is used, Runser said,
.' directed by Jack Weiseman, is when a witness experiences a time
[ characteristic of the themes and lapse. The witness wants to please
theatrical conventions used in the the hypnotist to such an extent that
f theatre of the absurd. Each play a strong telepathic contact occurs
■ requires one male and one female, which enables ideas to be transmit¬
land no previous theatre experience ted.
Iis required.
Runser suspects that about half
of all that is now in our science
books on UFOs and space beings is
Movie examines
incorrect. “Science is organized
knowledge. But in actual practice
i nuclear dangers
is organized misinformation.”
The movie, “Paul Jacobs and the
Nuclear Gang,” will be shown in

A1055 Thursday noon, April 19. The
film deals with the testing of A
bombs in the west, the after¬
effects, and the danger of radia-tion. There will also be a speaker
6 from Citizens Against Nuclear
5 Power.

A student group is being formed
t° attend the Nuclear Protest Rally
and March in Chicago Saturday,
1 April 14, at noon. The Rally at the
ederal Building, Dearborn and
dams, is to protest the fact that
here are six nuclear reactors
Wlthin 50 miles of Chicago.
I 7 k more ^formation, call Anita
rnton at 851-8150 or Citizens
I Against Nuclear Power, 764-5011 or
1472-2492

Some bad examples of UFO
phenomena cited by Runser were
the possibility of living space
organisms which possess some
plausability, but no proof,
psychological phenomenon and
psychic manifestation.
The most illogical explanation
for this phenomena, said Runser,
is the chance of UFOs being
plasma formation. Much research
has been conducted on plasma
generation and ball lightning.
Two good explanations, he said,
are devices from some secret and
advanced group of people who
have managed to keep their ac¬
tivities secret; and the possibility
of extraterrestrial visitors.

At an earlier meeting, Runser
said reports indicated UFOs come
in disc, sphere and cigar shapes.
They glow, they have a row of
lights in front of them and change
colors according to their speed.
“The most significant puzzle is
the maneuverability of the UFOs,”
he said. They hover and wobble,
never touching the ground and
travel at great speeds. They make
no sound and have no visual means
of propulsion.
UFOs are reported to have the
power to stop cars, cause power
failure, burn the skin of witnesses,
disturb animals and destroy
vegetation below the spaceships.
Surprisingly enough, one witness
reported that the UFO that she had
seen was transparent and she
could see little men in human form

and wearing one piece suits, com¬
plete with hoods.
Who sees UFOs?
According to the newsletter,
“International UFO Reporter,”
“UFO sightings are reported by a
broad spectrum of the public, par¬
ticularly through local law en¬
forcement agencies. UFO’s
themselves are reported by many
highly responsible people, e.g.
military and civilian pilots, air
traffic controllers, scientists, etc.”
More UFOs are reported in
largely populated states, although
the actual sighting takes place in
isolated areas. Very few are
reported in cities or towns. The
stranger the sighting, the more
likely the sighting will not be
reported.
If a witness sees the UFO for a

long time, (10 to 13 minutes), the
report will be more reliable. The
witness will be able to take in more
detail that will not be quickly
forgotten.
The “International UFO
Reporter” tells how to report a
UFO:
“If you yourself should see a
UFO, first try to get as many other
witnesses as possible and take a
photograph of the object. Take
careful note of its appearance, its
motion, the time and duration of
the sighting. You can call the
CENTER directly (312/491-6666) or
if your local police department has
the “800” number of the Center’s
UFO HOTLINE, report it to them
and ask that it be called in to the
CENTER. An investigator will res¬
pond to your call promptly.”

Demand soars for student grants
The number of CD students eligi¬ tional costs next year if they will
ble to receive financial aid on the simply take the time to apply,” he
Basic Grant Program has increas¬ said. “The basic grants range from
ed by 257 per cent, according to $200 up to $1,200 for the school year
Ron Schiesz, director of Student depending on the degree of finan¬
Financial Aid.
cial need of the family.”
Schiesz says the reason for the
“The most important thing to
large increase lies in the new remember,” Schiesz added, “is
regulations which now allow that students no longer need to be
students from families with in¬ from lower income families to be
comes up to $26,000 to receive aid eligible for these funds. ’ ’
in the form of federally funded non¬
In the past, students who came
repayable grants.
from families with incomes above
“Middle income families will $15,000 were generally excluded
now be eligible for these funds from eligibility on this program,
which will pay for their educa¬ Schiesz said.

As of March 15, the financial aid
office had more than two and a half
times the number of aid recipients
that it had at the same time in 1978.
“These increases that we are
already experiencing represent
early evidence of the potential
numbers of eligible students that
we have for the Basic Grant Pro¬
gram next year,” Schiesz said.
Applications for the Basic Grant
Program are available in the Stu¬
dent Financial Aid Office in K142.
Students are urged to apply as soon
as possible for grants for the 197980 school year.

COLLEGE OF DuPAGE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Journalism and the News Room
3-part series

April 24: "Inside Television"

May 2: "Behind the Headlines"

with Ginny Weissman, editor of the
Chicago Tribune's TV Week

with Michael Hirshey, feature
writer for the Chicago Tribune

May 9: "Investigative and
Crime Reporting"
with Ronald Koziol, award¬
winning reporter with the
Chicago Tribune
For reservations and

more information, call

Pat Wager, ext. 2242

ALUMNI LECTURE SERIES
General Public Welcome Free Admission 7;30 p.m., Room K127
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THE LITTLE ITALIAN
Pizza As You Like It

Call858-8880
For Fast Pickup
and Delivery Service
Dining Room
Pickwick Plaza
645 Pickwick Place • Park and Roosevelt
Glen Etiyn, Illinois

Student Discount
on
Film • Paper • Chemistry
with I.D.

Kodak
ILFORD
.a.

AGFA GEVAER7

P.J.'s
camera & photo
677 Roosevelt Rd.
Glen Ellyn
1 block east ot Park Blvd.
Open 7 days

790-1133

Music, drama,
square dance
set for CCF
Three singers, including one CD
employee, will perform at a cof¬
feehouse at 8 pan. Saturday, spon¬
sored by the Campus Christian
Fellowship. The program will be
held in the CD coffeehouse facility,
one of the white farm buildings ad¬
jacent to J Bldg.
The employee, Amy Dixon, is
night supervisor of the information
office in K Bldg. The other singers
are Lynda Steiner, a voice major
at Illinois State University, and
Randy York, a local performer
who has played at the CCF cof¬
feehouse twice in its two-year
history.
A drama group from Willow
Creek Church, Palatine, will also
perform.
The fellowship is also planning a
square dance April 28, 7 p.m.

‘Orchard’ said to be
good classical theater
By Larry Corley

“The Cherry Orchard,” CD’s
theater production directed by
Richard Holgate, was presented
April 5, 6, and 7 and will again be
performed April 12,13 and 14.
For students who enjoy classical
theatre, this production proves to
be very entertaining.
The story is about Lyuboff Andreyevna Ranevskaya, a landowner, played by Karen Gemaey,
who must give up her homestead
and more importantly her cherry
orchard, because of financial
reasons.
Part of the reason for her finan¬
cial difficulty is her generosity.
She gives money away to others
when she scarcely has enough for
herself. This is the case when a
stranger, played by Tom Dencoff,
Both activities are free. For
asks for a hand out and she eagerly
more information contact Roger
gives him a gold piece. Meanwhile,
Chan at 668-1891.
she is in the process of losing her
home. Needless to say, she ends up
losing her cherry orchard as well
Engineers club
as her home.
to hear why
Although dramatic in impact,
the play contains some comic
roofs caved in
touches. For example, Yermolay
Charles Roberts, staff consultant Alexeyvitch Lopahin, a merchant
at Packer Engineering Associates, played by John D. Jacobson, at one
Naperville, will speak on the point claims he must leave the
analysis of failed structures at estate immediately but can’t quite
noon Friday, April 20, in A1017, seem to pull himself away from the
sponsored by the Engineering rest of the characters, with whom
he is constantly shaking hands.
Club.
The set, designed by Roger
Examples cited will be roof
failures seen in the Chicago area in Weissman, is simple, yet in¬
the recent season, machine bear¬ teresting. It consists of a blue
ing failures, and airplant struc¬ background with groups of boards
tural failures. He will show how running perpendicular to the
engineering principles are used to stage. It remains there throughout
determine the sequence of events the entire production, while only
and the proximate cause of failure the set pieces are changed.
The period costumes are an add¬
in those cases where it is possible
ed asset to the show.
to do so.

While all of the characters’
make-up is excellently done, the
most outstanding effect is the
transformation of Walter Scott
Wingerter to Fiers, an ancient
valet.
The lighting is well done and
lends nicely to the atmosphere of
the production.
The cast gives a fine per¬
formance which is marked by the
realism each member brings to his
character.
The cast includes Karen Gernaey, Mary Brahler, Lynne Jacob¬
son, Brian Daly, John D. Jacobson,
Gregg Palmer, Kevin Burris, Joy
Jackson-Rabe, Ken Slauf,
Maureen Nelligan, Walter Scott
Wingerter, Alan Cooper, and Tom
Dencoff.
Other students involved behind
the scenes include Marilyn Ashley,
Lars Timpa, Roger Weissman,
Robert F. Sipek Jr., Gerda Muri,
Michael Lanners, Bryan Boyd,
Nisa Cherep, Lori Frindt, Bill
Joms, Mary Ricciardi, Karen
Snell, David Wimberly, Stacee
Vance, Susan L. Bonde, Mary Lou
Reetz, Sandy Hesik, Linda Rosner,
Sandra Podolak, Anthony Cesaretti and Susie Barnes.
Open critique of this production
will be held Monday, April 16 at 7
p.m. in the Studio Theatre, M-106.
Students and members of the com¬
munity are urged to attend.
"Want to spend this summer SAIL¬
ING the Caribbean? The Pacific?
Europe? Cruising other parts

of

the world aboard sailing or power
yachts? Boat owners need crews!
For free information, send a 15‘
stamp

to

Xanadu,

6833

So.

Gessner, Suite 661, Houston, Tx.
77036.

Student Government SpringElection
Petitions available in S.G. offices, From Fri. April 13th at 2 p.m.
until Mon. April 23rd at 4 p.m. in Room 2059.
S.G. Election Time Table
For Spring ’79 Elections.
Friday, April 13
Friday, April 20
Monday, April 23
Wednesday, April 25

Friday, April 27
Wednesday, May 2

Monday, Tuesday,
May 7,8

Monday, Tuesday,
May 7,8

Tuesday, May 8
Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday,
May 9,10,11

Friday, May 11
Monday, May 14
Tuesday, May 15
Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday,
May 18,19,20

Public Notice (Ad in Courier) and Peti¬
tions available at 2:00 p.m. in A 2059 b
Public Notice (Ad in Courier)
Petitions due at 4:00 p.m. at A 2059 b
Verification of Candidates and official list
of candidates announced and posted in A
2059 b at 4 p.m. Campaigning period
begins.
Official announcements of candidates, pic¬
tures, and statements in the Courier
Last day to withdraw from election at 4
p.m. at A 2059 b. Release of sample ballot
at 4 p.m. at A 2059 b
Absentee ballots available in A 2059b bet¬
ween 10 a.m.-12 p.m., 2 p.m.-4 p.m., and 6
p.m.-7 p.m.
“Coffee with the Candidates” from 9 a.m.10 a.m. in the Student Assistance Center.
Speeches by the Candidates in the Student
Assistance Center from 10 a.m.-12 p.m.
ALL election materials MUST be DOWN
by 4:00 p.m.

Elections from 9 a.m.-2 p.m. and 6 p.m.9:30 p.m. with two (2) polling places at the
NE and NW corners of A Building
Ballots counted and unofficial results an¬
nounced from 10 p.m.-on.
Official Results of the Spring Election are
announced
New Senators take offices

Student Government Orientation. Old and
new members meet to get to know each
other along with their job responsibilities.
Inauguration Tea with Faculty, Ad¬
Tuesday, May 22
ministration, and Student Government
members
•Note: Official Office Hours will be 10 a.m.-12 pan. and 2 p.m.-4 o.m. daily

Positions Available
President
Vice President
Chief Justice of the
court of student affairs

7 Senate Seats
2 Kappa
2 Psi
2 Sigma
1 Delta

Also needed
Paid S.G. Secretary
Paid Election Judges
Any questions please call
Douglas Marks at Ext. 2095
or stop in at Room 2059
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Five days in swamp
teach many lessons
By Kathy Root

Job recruiters
due on campus
At least six representatives of
businesses will be available for in¬
terviewing on campus, the Career
Planning and Placement office an¬
nounced.
Students wanting to talk with
them must sign up for an appoint¬
ment in J123.
The list:
April 17: K & M Plastics, Inc.,
Plastics Management, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m.
April 18: Arby’s Roast Beef,
Food Service/Management, 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
April 23: American National Insurance Co., Manage¬
ment/Marketing, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
April 25: K-Mart, Women’s Ap¬
parel, Marketing/Retail¬
ing/Fashion Design or any major,
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 1: Kinney Shoes, Manage¬
ment/Marketing, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 14: Walgreen Company,
Management/Foodservice Ad¬
ministration, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Laetrile use
in cancer
to be discussed
The use of Laetrile as a possible
for cancer will be discussed
by Dr. Harold W. Manner, chair¬
man of the biology department of
Loyola University of Chicago, at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, April 17, in
A3001.
Dr. Manner, who utilized
Laetrile with vitamin A and a
group of “protein-digesting” en¬
zymes in tests in laboratory mice,
states that the treatment resulted
in the cure of breast cancer in
nearly 90 per cent of the 84 animals
he treated.
A derivative of the apricot pit,
Laetrile by itself has not been
found to be a cure for cancer, ac¬
cording to National Cancer In¬
stitute officials. Dr. Manner ex¬
panded the treatment to include
the vitamins and enzymes.
Cautioning that he was “not
egotistical enough to think that this
>s the answer,” Dr. Manner said
fhat his research will be valuable if
*t can be duplicated by another
laboratory.
cure

Male models wanted
Top pay for sharp, male
Models for photo sessions
with major advertisers
and representatives. Full
and/or part-time. Send
photos and particulars to

Inter Photo, Inc.
P.O. Box 23
, Glen Ellyn, II. 60137

These CD students on a recent Alpha trip to the
Okefenokee Swamp in Georgia were able to find a little
time for relaxation while discussing the day's itinerary.
Canoes and feet were the main sources of transportation
as the group worked its way into a national wildlife refuge.
The two voyagers below make paddling a canoe look
almost easy, but covering 12 miles a day provided a good
workout.
Photos by Pete Klassen

Model Government
honors 2 CD students
“I gained a better idea of the pro¬
CD students Tony Wiggins and
Mark Youngberg were selected as cess and politics involved in get¬
outstanding student delegates at ting legislation passed,” he said.
the 1979 Model Illinois Government “The experience whetted my ap¬
(MIG) conference last weekend.
petite for getting into politics.”
“I was involved in two previous
Two other CD students, Mike
Molloy and Jim Valancius, were model legislatures in high school,”
also nominated for top honors. Bill said Youngberg, “and I feel this
Spelman, Duane Perkinson and model session was the best
Donna Wilkinson also served as representation of an actual ses¬
sion.”
delegates.
Cynthia Ingols, assistant dean of
The College of DuPage students, Kappa, served as faculty adviser
competing with 170 students from and chairperson of the Consortium
25 colleges and universities around which sponsored MIG.
“Working with almost 200 facul¬
the state, received the highest
number of awards at the con¬ ty and students was both ex¬
hilarating and exhausting,” com¬
ference.
The MIG conference opened mented Ingols, “but everyone
Thursday afternoon with a speech learned so much that all the time
by Alan Dixon, Secretary of State. and effort was worth it.”
Students interested in attending
The student delegates then attend¬
MIG
next year should contact In¬
ed lectures by legislators and lob¬
gols now in order to be involved in
byists.
Thursday evening student the planning process.
representatives met in party
caucuses and Molloy was elected
minority party whip.
Speaker of the Illinois House of
Representatives Bill Redmond of¬
ficially convened the Model Illinois
Government on Friday morning.
Student delegates spent the rest of
that day in mock plenary and com¬
mittee meetings, debating six dif¬
ferent bills actually before the Il¬
linois General Assembly.
Wiggins said he gained in¬
valuable insight into the legislative
process.

2 college reps
here April 16-17
The following college represen¬
tatives will be on campus during
the week of April 16:
Tom McGinnis of Southern Il¬
linois University on Monday, April
16 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at en¬
tryway No. 2 in A Bldg.
Paul Radke of George Williams
College on Tuesday, April 17, from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the same loca¬
tion.

When I first read about the Okefenokee swamp trip in the Courier, it
looked like a nice little vacation that I could get credit for and first
hand experience in my field of biology. It turned out to be much more
than that. I actually got first hand experience in many other subjects
too.
Our itinerary included five days in the swamp, one day at Mammouth Cave on the way back and a few days on the road.
When you live with 14 strangers for 10 days, you have to get a taste of
some psychology. Of course, having a good bunch of people like we did
on the trip certainly makes for a positive lesson. Some of us had never
canoed before, some of us had never camped out before, some of us
may have never cooked before, but when it came down to 15 of us out in
the middle of a swamp, everybody pitched in and did their share and
made the trip a success.
Everyone had his own particular reasons for going. Some of us hav¬
ing our main interest in biology, some seeing it as a test of ourselves,
others recording it on film or in sketch books. But, when it came down
to it, we were all doing the same thing — experiencing a National
Wildlife Refuge in Georgia, and having a good time doing it.
A few subjects we touched upon were physical education, English,
and math. When you have to paddle a canoe 12 miles a day to get to
your next night’s lodging — that’s physical education. You might think
that that sounds a little difficult for those of us who had never been in a
canoe before, but I think everyone was pleasantly surprised of the out¬
come, especially since I wondered if I was even going to make the first
mile.
Math is not one of my strongest subjects covered, but when you get
that eleventh mile marker and quickly assess that there’s only one
more mile to go, you’re glad you stayed awake in second grade.
English was covered in different ways by different people, some by
their journals and later reports, and four who made a movie, which
may end up with more outtakes than movie.
Biological sciences was by far the most extensive subject covered
for me, but I think even a person who is not particularly interested in
biology can appreciate the natural growth of the swamp and its in¬
habitants.
The Okefenokee Swamp is not a swamp in the strictest sense of the
word because the water is constantly circulating and flowing in the
channels throughout the swamp and gives birth to two large rivers, the
Suwannee and the St. Mary’s.
The Okefenokee has a cycle of about 30 years in which there is a
drought and then a fire, the last one having been in 1954-55 and burning
for nine months. It’s definitely fascinating to learn about the swamp,
but even someone who isn’t interested in that manner would still be
awed by the beauty of the natural growth of the trees, the water plants,
ferns, and the carnivorous plants that grow there.
The wildlife that inhabits the area is quite different, the most
prevelant of which is the alligator. When I saw the first one, I
remembered that there was no fence between him and me. After being
in the swamp a few days the alligators are so numerous they actually
begin to get boring!
But, you don’t stay bored ... when you walk into a clearing early in
the morning from the campground and find seven deer grazing near¬
by, it’s a thrill. The racoon gets the award for the most pesty animal
there. The little scavengers make a terrible racket in the garbage dur¬
ing the night. The next morning you get up and put the camp back
together.
We also saw numerous birds; the great blue heron which walks
along the shore and lets you take all the pictures you want; the egrets,
the flocks of ibis, the vultures, osprey, and so on. There are more than
200 different bird species that reside in the Okefenokee at one time or
another, including some rare species. You may not see them all, but
sometimes you almost think you hear most of them.
As dusk comes though, different sounds arise. The frog chorus
starts, consisting of the cricket frog, carpenter frog (sounds like so¬
meone pounding two boards together in the distance), and the pig frog
(you can imagine what it sounds like).
Of course, it isn’t all studying and education. You end up with some
new friends like two-flush-a-day-Phil, nurse-Sharon, lost-in-the-darkDave, and Okefenokee Joe, a local gentleman who was kind enough to
come to our camp the night before we went into the swamp to tell us
about the place that he had grown up in.
The research that we continue now that we’re back helps us savor
the good feelings we got from the trip.

Want Ads
1970 Volvo, 144S, new brakes,
clutch, battery and engine work. 8track tape. Good condition. $800.
293-1563.
Catalog of unique, nostalgic and
specialty items — many Collector
Items with good investment
possibilities. Items include: coins,
stamps, antiques, artwork, comic
books, old records, old magazines,
old photos, books, buttons, and
many others. Send 50* (deductible
with first order) to Frank Louis, P.O.
Box 548, Allwood Station, Clifton,
New Jersey 07012.

Elmhurst Holiday Inn van driver
needed, part-time, full-time. Con¬
tact Mr. Crosoli at 279-1100.
Pregnant? And you didn't mean to
be? Birthright can help you. Free,
confidential service. Call anytime.
968-6668.
McDonald’s, 300 E. Roosevelt Rd.,
Lombard, needs lunch time help
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and weekend
and night time help, too. $2.90 per
hour nights, $3.00 per hour days.
Flexible hours. Call manager at 6209480.

1970 Buick, 9 passenger wagon,
good running condition. $800. After
6 p.m., 325-5447.

Wanted: Lionel trains and ac¬
cessories, any condition. Cash
paid. Dennis, 352-2999.

For Sale: one steel belted radial
tire, 1.65 S-R for imports (VW fast or
squareback). Any reasonable offer.
Call Al Levinson, ext. 2541 or 6299592.

For Sale: 1965 Corvair, Model 500,
needs work — battery, exhaust
system, manifolds. Fix up or use for
parts. $250 or best offer. Call 3939852.
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Cold and weak bats
stall Chaps at 3-2

Jim Dastice (right) is welcomed home by Harold Hallman after slugg¬
ing the first of two homers against Rock Valley. Dastice has slammed
10 round-trippers in his CD career and is only one shy of the school
record of 11.
By Ben Schaeffer

of Steve Szybowicz while his teammates
Relying on consistently strong pitching
chipped in 12 hits.
performances with little hitting support,
Catcher Curt Neuman aided in the cause
the College of DuPage baseball team has
by collecting three hits (single, double and
moved out to a 3-2 record thus far in 1979.
two-run home run), and teammate Jim
Under the direction of interim Coach
Dastice slugged two- and three-run
Steve Kranz, the team has emphasized pit¬
homers, both of which traveled over 400
ching with excellent results. Unfortunate¬
feet.
ly, the squad has only collected 27 hits in
' A sophomore designated hitter and pit¬
the five games to provide support.
cher, Dastice now has 10 round trippers in
“I hope the cold weather is responsible
his two years at DuPage (three this year),
for it (hitting),” he added while hoping for
to put him one shy of the school record of 11
a warm spell. “We won’t win many games
in two seasons. “He should get it,” Kranz
hitting like that.”
commented, noting that Dastice has three
The team started out on the right foot
in four games in 1979 with 35 games left to
April 4 with a 1-0 victory over St. Francis’
be played.
junior varsity squad in nine innings (nor¬
The nightcap with Rock Valley was
mal games are seven frames). Gar Simers
suspended in the fourth inning by a sudden
pitched the first eight innings for the
cold wave as DuPage led, 6-4. Terry LeverChaps, allowing only four hits and three
so and Doug Jirsa are leading the team in
walks while striking out 12.
that game as each has two of the team
The decision went to Eric Ohlson, who
total of five hits.
pitched the final inning. Ohlson loaded the
The Chaps split another doubleheader
bags with two walks and an infield hit with
April 7 with Waubonsee, making good use
two outs, but forced the final batter to hit
of four hits in the opener to win 6-3. Mark
into an infield out.
Scholle limited the Chiefs to four hits in
Led by Neal Johnson, who collected two
five innings work to get the win. Tom Hartof the team’s four hits, DuPage scored in
zell provided excellent relief in the sixth
the ninth inning when Harold Halman led
inning when he came in with two men on
off with a walk, stole second, advanced to
base and no one out. After a sacrifice, he
third on a grounder and scored on Steve
struck out the final two batters to stop the
Zotto’s sacrifice fly.
rally.
Later in the day, the Chaps dropped the
A walk, two errors and two hits in the
second half of the doubleheader to St.
third inning led to four DuPage runs that
Francis, 3-1, in a game shortened to five in¬
turned the tide in the contest.
nings by the cold.
Four hits weren’t enough in the second
April 5 was a better day for DuPage fans
game as Waubonsee won, 9-3. Hurler Tony
as the Chaps took on conference foe Rock
Malia was the victim of five DuPage er¬
Valley for a double dip. Kranz’ troops took
rors that resulted in five unearned runs.
the opener 8-3 behind the four-hit pitching

Cager’s ‘last hurrah’:
Burton an All-American

CD's Dianne Englesman prepares to put the tag on a Lake County
Lancer. Englesman and the rest of the Dupers have had the offense to
win their first two games, but weak pitching has forced them into a 0
ledger
Photo bv Rret B"chanan

Dupers blow big leads,
routed in first 2 contests
College of DuPage pitchers held Elgin
College hitters to only seven hits last
Saturday, but it wasn’t the Elgin hitters
that DuPage women’s softball coach Meg
Sheehan was worried about.
if
“We had trouble finding the plate,
Sheehan stated after her pitchers awarded
Elgin batters 17 walks and five errors en
route to a 19-9 opening-season win over the

the Lake County half of the sixth inning
when the Dupers committed eight errors
to lead to seven opposition runs.
“It would be nice if we had softball con¬
ditions to play in,” Sheehan commented,
“but both teams are playing in the same
weather so it’s not an excuse.
The coach stated that she hopes to find
some experienced pitching in time for con¬
ference play. DuPage is 0-2 for the year.

DuPage started fast with a 7-2 lead after
one inning, but the hitting attack froze in
the 29 degree temperatures and Elgin
coasted to a win.
Later in the day, the Dupers hosted Lake
County. This time they rushed out to an 111 lead after one frame, but again the result
was negative as Lake County battled from
behind for a 19-15 victory.
DuPage collected four hits and seven
walks in the first, but returned the favor in

Any women interested in competing for
the newly-formed CD women’s track team
should contact coach Kim Rushford at
858-2800, ext. 2364 or at 442-5833.
The team is in desperate need of per¬
formers if the team is to compete this
year or any year after, according to
Rushford.
They practice from 2-4 daily at the
Wheaton College track.

Interested in Women’s Track?

COLLEGE OF DuPAGE
22nd Street and Lambert Road
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 60137
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bulk rate

The leading scorer on a team that
specialized in unselfish play, sophomore
guard Andy Burton of DuPage has been
named to the first string 1979 National
Junior College Athletic Assocation’s AllAmerican basketball team.
The 6-2 guard, who was the leading
scorer in the state during his senior year at
Hinsdale South High School, was the
second-leading vote-getter in the nation
behind 6-2 Keith Hilliard of Miami, Okla.

CD Intramural
list for spring
Many intramural events highlight the
spring quarter. They are:
SPORT

PLAY
ENTRY
DEADLINE BEGINS

Open
Open
Volleyball
Faculty/
April 17
April 16
Staff Darts
April 19
TEA
Golf
April 24
April 17
Soccer
April 24
April 17
Softball
May 8
May 3
Archery
May 10
May 7
Fencing
May 15
May 14
Horse Shoes
May 17
May 15
Swimming
May 25
May 24
Little 500
May 29
May 28
Tennis
Also, there will be Open Gym for all
students from 2-3 p.m. every day. The
weight room will be open daily 12-1 p.m.
Faculty Open Gym will be from 11 a.m.-12
p.m. every Tuesday. For more informa¬
tion, contact Don Klaas at 858-2800, ext.
2466 or in the CD Intramural Office in the
Gym.
THIS WEEK’S EVENTS

Chaparral teams are playing at home
this week on the scheduled days:
FRIDAY: Tennis versus Waubonsee, 3
p.m.
SATURDAY:
Softball
versus
Kishwaukee, 10 a.m.
MONDAY: Softball versus Joliet, 3:30.
TUESDAY: Baseball versus Lewis JV, 1
p.m.
WEDNESDAY: Baseball versus Lake Co.,
2 p.m.
THURSDAY: Baseball versus Illinois
Valley.

Injured for most of his freshman year at
DuPage, Burton scored more than 1,000
points in his DuPage career, averaging
24.6 points this year. He was first on the
team with 75 steals, second with 104 assists
and third with 215 rebounds.
“He’s a strong guard,” said DuPage
Coach Don Klaas, who led the Chaparrals
to a 364 record and a No. 2 ranking in Il¬
linois in his first year. “Whichever coach
recruits him will be getting an excellent
player.”
Other Illinois players named by the
NJCAA were 64 Mike Ealey of Wright
Junior College and 6-6 Neville Brown of
Kankakee Community College, both of
whom received honorable mention.
FISHING TRIP OFFERED

The 7th. annual Angling Trip will be
held the week of May 22-29 at Hayward,
Wise. The cost will be $65.
This price will include lodging in cabins
on a lake, boat and motor, bait, guides,
tackle if needed and transportation. There
will be fishing for walleyes and muskies
at the Muskie Capital of the World. This is
Chippewa Flowage, Grindstone Lake,
Windigo Lake and Sand Lake.
Only students who register for physical
education 158P-Angling (Code IMPS A) for
one quarter hour-credit ($12) will go 0
the trip.
.
Contact Herb Salberg at 858-2800, es
2362 or the CD Athletic Office, 858-28UU,
ext. 2365 for more information.
^
SPONSOR WOMEN’S RACE

A 10,006-meter (6.2-mile) race, spon¬
sored by Leggs Corporation and »
YWCA is scheduled for Sunday, April
at 10 a.m. in Chicago’s Lincoln Park.
Entry fee is $3.
,
There will be five age divisions wi«
three prizes to be awarded in each dn
sion,
.y
The overall Ist-place winner
receive a trip to New York City to con
pete in the run there June 2. The wino
will also receive a Tiffany pendant wW
Leggs designed for it’s running circui •
field of 3,000 is hoped for.
For information or for anyone
terested, call Debbie Wallin, race dire
tor, at 372-6600.

